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ABSTRACT
Power wheelchairs are one of the main solutions for people with reduced mobility to maintain or regain autonomy and a comfortable and fulfilling life. However, driving a power wheelchair in a safe way is a difficult task that often requires training methods based on real-life situations. Although these methods are widely used in occupational therapy, they are often too complex to implement and unsuitable for some people with major difficulties. In this context, we collaborated with clinicians to develop a Virtual Reality based power wheelchair simulator. This simulator is an innovative training tool adapted to any type of situations and impairments. In this paper, we present a clinical study in which 29 power wheelchair regular users were asked to complete a clinically validated task designed by clinicians within two conditions: driving in a virtual environment with our simulator and driving in real conditions with a real power wheelchair. The objective of this study is to compare performances between the two conditions and to evaluate the Quality of Experience provided by our simulator in terms of Sense of Presence and Cybersickness. Results show that participants complete the tasks in a similar amount of time for both real and virtual conditions, using respectively a real power wheelchair and our simulator. Results also show that our simulator provides a high level of Sense of Presence and provokes only slight to moderate Cybersickness discomforts resulting in a valuable Quality of Experience.

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, Virtual Reality (VR) became a particularly effective tool to design immersive 3D worlds. In particular, VR allows the design of simulators that integrate accurate 3D models and allows the user to have virtual experiences that mimic real situations. These possibilities make VR a widespread tool to design simulators for entertainment, but also for many other purposes in particular in the medical field such as medical staff training or surgical training [5, 6, 30].

In the context of rehabilitation, VR simulation is promising and leads to the design of various innovations [11]. In fact, a VR experience is not only adaptable and controllable, but is also entirely safe for the user. Moreover, a specific setup can easily be identically reproduced in order to standardize any tasks. These assets related to VR simulation induce interest from therapists as it could open-up new rehabilitative modalities for some patients who do not entirely benefit from to traditional rehabilitation programs.

In the case of power wheelchair navigation, VR simulation is investigated in many research projects. Indeed, several VR-based wheelchair simulators were designed in the past few years [2, 25]. These simulators have a plurality of purposes from dedicated algorithm testing to urban planning [10], but the majority of the proposed simulators aim to benefit from advantages of simulation flexibility, safety and reproducibility to provide an alternative training interface.

The main challenge remains in building a consistent VR experience for driving a wheelchair. Indeed, a good user Quality of Experience (QoE) requires the simulator to induce enough Sense Of Presence (SoP) [31]: the idea is to cease user conscious awareness thus allowing to consider VR experience as real life experience. In other terms the more the SoP, the more likely the user is to behave in a similar way to a real situation, the easier it is to transfer acquired skills when practicing in real-life in a similar environment [26].
Moreover, consistent, comfortable and efficient VR simulation also requires to reduce as much as possible Cybersickness effects induced by the motion in the virtual environment. Cybersickness is a type of motion sickness happening inside a VR experience and characterized by multiple discomforts from nausea to malaise. Although it has been recognized and studied for a longtime, Cybersickness cause is still debated [4]. One of the most supported theory is the Sensory Conflicts theory i.e. cognitive mismatches especially between what user sees in the simulation and what user feels through its vestibular system and proprioceptors [17]. Therefore, evaluating levels of Cybersickness and SoP is a key step of such a VR-based simulator design and assessment. It is also important to draw guidelines for future use in a rehabilitation context.

In our work, we proposed a VR-based power wheelchair simulator shown in Figure 1 for driving training purpose dedicated to first-time users with severe impairments [34]. The particularity of our simulator design is its motion platform that stimulates synchronously the user vestibular system, proprioceptors and the visual stimulus by generating consistent acceleration and deceleration with respect to user visuo-spatial information. In a previous study involving able-bodied participants [33], we demonstrated that SoP is improved by the use of a dedicated user vestibular system stimulation. However, this study did not integrate a consistent training scenario.

In this paper, we then present an experiment carried out with 29 power wheelchair regular users. This clinical study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee. Users were asked to complete a consistent driving task designed by clinicians in two conditions. The first condition consists in driving in the virtual environment by using our simulator, and the second condition consists in driving in a real environment by using a standard power wheelchair. The objective of this study is to compare user performance in both conditions as well as to assess the impact of our simulator on user SoP and Cybersickness.

The paper is organized as follows: after reviewing literature in section 2, the clinical user study procedure is detailed in section 3. Then, results presented in section 4 allow us to compare real and virtual user performance as well as to evaluate the QoE provided by our simulator in terms of SoP and Cybersickness before drawing guidelines for future work in section 5.

2 RELATED WORKS

VR based power wheelchair simulators have emerged all around the world with different purposes [2]. Many of them aim to provide an alternative training and rehabilitation interface for multiple tasks, as VR offers crucial advantages over real environment training. In [22], authors performed an experiment on the ViEW simulator in a rehabilitation center with 12 young patients. Their objective was to evaluate acquired skills through a custom level progression. Their simulator consists in a virtual environment displayed on a computer screen in which the user can control a virtual wheelchair while sitting on a chair. Their results show skill transfer from virtual experience to reality even though the ViEW simulator is only screen based and does not include a motion platform with vestibular or proprioceptors stimuli. Also, authors reported that the use of the ViEW simulator stimulated participant’s interest. Moreover, in [19], a power wheelchair simulator was tested with young children without disability. They proved that a brief amount of time using projector screen is sufficient for young children to improve their wheelchair navigation skills. Similar results with a screen-based simulator are presented in [1]. These screen-based systems have the advantage of being simple and cost-effective. However, user head movements and field of view (FOV) are limited by screen size. These limitations could have a negative impact on visual information taking, in particular for some maneuvers that require the user to look around. Furthermore, screen display can limit skill transfer by limiting the SoP felt during the virtual experience.

SoP is usually defined as a subjective phenomenon designating the impression of existing in a virtual world, of “being there” in the simulation [31]. In a rehabilitation context, SoP is associated with the amount of knowledge transfer from a VR experience to real daily-life scenario and VR is designated as the medium able to support and to generate the highest SoP [26]. The more the SoP, the more likely the user is to behave in a similar way to a real situation and thus be inspired by their previous VR experiences to tackle similar real life experiences. SoP can be separated into several criteria such as realism, interactions and the feeling of incarnation, each impacted by several material and sensory factors [28]. For example, authors show in [37] that SoP increases when multiplying sensory modalities. Indeed, in a study with the screen-based simulator [8], and reported a low SoP experienced and associated it with a lack of motion feedback and depth perception [32]. As such, various researches proposed more immersive systems, starting with the use of a VR headset as visual interface to provide depth perception and immersive FOV [8, 9] and the addition of other modalities like vibration motion feedback provided by a 6 degree of freedom motion platform [12]. Several researches also compared the use of different simulator configurations like in [14] with the VRiSM simulators where the most immersive configuration allows better to evaluate user skills. In [23], authors present a new version of their simulator including a screen with a larger FOV. This enhancement was motivated by a power wheelchair user gaze study and aimed to improve user exploration behavior realism, and thus SoP. Furthermore, authors also observed an improvement regarding VR induced discomforts also known as Cybersickness.

Cybersickness is a type of motion sickness manifested by various symptoms such as nausea, sweating, dizziness etc [17]. Cybersickness causes are still discussed [4]. The two main theories supported by the literature are the motion sickness [4] and the Sensory Conflicts [17], the Sensory Conflicts theory supports the idea that Cybersickness is induced by cognitive mismatches occurring during the VR experience [24]. For example, the differences between what user sees and feels i.e. the motion visually perceived compared to the actual physical immobility, are well known sources of cognitive mismatches. Cybersickness is considered as one of the main obstacle to VR as it can drastically alter the user QoE to the point of making the virtual experience unbearable [21]. In [13], authors proved that training efficiency was significantly better while using a VR headset display rather than a screen. However, they also noted that this display caused Cybersickness symptoms for the majority of participants. While the nature of the relation between SoP and Cybersickness is still being debated in the VR research community [35, 37], we can consider that, above a certain level, such discomforts can limit user concentration and propensity to learn.

In previous work, we presented an innovative VR-based power wheelchair simulator which design and control aim to maximize SoP while reducing Cybersickness effects [34]. Indeed, we proved that the motion platform included in our simulator enhances SoP and reduces Cybersickness by delivering haptic and vestibular feedback based on the virtual wheelchair motion [33]. However, we never compared the experience provided simulator to a real experience with a real power wheelchair. Moreover, despite the numerous research on VR-based power wheelchair simulators, we observed a lack of studies of every simulators aspects with actual power wheelchair regular users. Yet, power wheelchair regular users are experts when it comes to real power wheelchair experience. The presented study aims then to provide a first overview of user performance comparison within a power wheelchair navigation task between VR and real conditions as well as to evaluate the QoE provided by our simulator in terms of SoP and Cybersickness in a clinical context.
3 User Study

3.1 Objective and Hypotheses
In this user study, the participants were asked to navigate and complete 3 different circuits of increasing difficulty within two conditions namely in a virtual environment with our simulator and in real conditions with a real power wheelchair. The proposed circuits have been designed by clinicians and clinically validated. The main objectives of this user study are to compare user performances conditions and to evaluate the QoE provided by our simulator. As authorized by the Research Ethics Committee, we enrolled people with neurological degenerative disorders who are used to drive a power wheelchair. In total, three different circuits of increasing difficulties have been completed by each participant. For each circuit, the participant performance was measured by completion time and the QoE provided by our simulator was assessed using subjective questionnaires on SoP and Cybersickness as well as objective measures regarding user motion and behavior. In order for our simulator to be efficient within contexts of clinical training and rehabilitation, it needs to provide a comfortable user experience similar to a real one. As such, users should perform the same task in a similar way in both conditions and should feel high SoP and low Cybersickness levels within the virtual condition using our simulator. As such, our main prior hypothesis for this clinical study only concerned performance and was defined as

\[ \text{H} \] In a power wheelchair navigation clinically validated task, regular users perform in the same way in virtual condition using our simulator as if they were in real condition with a real power wheelchair.

3.2 Apparatus
In addition to the variant driving task, the study involved a specific setup for each condition, detailed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Driving task
In order to investigate user performances in different situations, the driving task was the completion of 3 circuits of increasing difficulty. Each circuit has been designed by clinicians, providing a number of maneuvers and dimensions adapted to its level of difficulty. For example, circuit 1 consists of a short sequence of maneuvers in a wide corridor while circuit 3 includes a ramp and a moving obstacle in its long sequence of maneuvers as well as tighter turns in narrower corridors. These same circuits have already been used in a clinical study presented in [18] with their structure further detailed. For the sake of this study, the 3 circuits were identically reproduced in VR before being reevaluated and validated by therapists in both conditions real and virtual.

3.2.2 Real condition
In the real condition, circuits were set up in a room at the rehabilitation center that is usually used by clinicians for various training sessions. The circuits are made of wooden panels that can move easily in the case of collision. We used 2 Quickie Salsa M2 power wheelchairs. They were equipped with various sensors such as accelerometers and two different motion tracking systems i.e., Vicon and ULB allowing to record user head trajectory on the circuit as well as wheelchair trajectory, velocities and accelerations. The completion time was measured using manual chronometers. Participants QoE was assessed using the USE questionnaire with 30 questions grouped into 4 criteria and rated on a seven-point Likert rating scale [20]. Figure 2 illustrates the setup while one participant is performing circuit 3 in the real condition.

3.2.3 Virtual condition
To complete the task in the virtual condition, participants used our VR-based simulator presented in previous work [34]. This simulator is composed of a four degrees of freedom motion platform that simulates a real power wheelchair behavior through accelerations rendering. Moreover, it was designed in collaboration with clinicians and can be adapted with any seat and control interfaces coming from a standard power wheelchair. Although the seat and control interface can be adapted for specific needs, they were the same for all participants of our study. In the virtual condition, we attached a seat and joystick from a Quickie Salsa M2 wheelchair. Participants wore an HTC Vive Pro VR headset which was cleaned and disinfected after each session. Regarding the virtual environment, as previously stated, the room hosting the real circuits and the circuits themselves have been identically reproduced from real ones. The software nature of the simulator pipeline allowed us to record data such as user head trajectory and virtual wheelchair trajectory, velocities and accelerations. The QoE provided by our simulator was assessed through subjective questionnaires using the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [15] and the Group Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) [27]. Both questionnaires are commonly used in literature. The IPQ is a 14 items questionnaire rated on a 7-point likert scale that subjectively measures SoP in terms of involvement, realism and spatial presence. The SSQ aims to evaluate Cybersickness symptoms level with 16 items rated on a scale from 0 to 3 and grouped into 3 main criteria namely nausea, oculomotor and disorientation. Furthermore, we evaluated Cybersickness participant susceptibility using the Motion Sickness Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ) [7]. The MSSQ contains 9 questions rated on a scale of 0 to 3 that tries to detect people who are more likely to experience discomforts during a VR experience. The completion time was also measured using manual chronometers and the participants QoE was also assessed using the USE questionnaire. Figure 1 illustrates the virtual setup while one participant is performing circuit 3.

3.3 Procedure
The entire study lasted 3 weeks at a rate of 2 days per week. In total, the 3 different circuits with increasing difficulties have been completed 2 times in both virtual and real conditions. All circuits were reproduced identically in both conditions as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The condition by which each participant started, between virtual and real, was randomized. As such, half of the participants started with the virtual condition using our simulator and the other half with the real condition using a real power wheelchair. In total we considered 4 different configurations \( C_{1v}, C_{2v}, C_{1r} \) and \( C_{2r} \) with the condition nature indicated by \( v \) for virtual and \( r \) for real and the digit to designate the order, either starting condition 1 or second condition 2. Note that every participant will only complete 2 configurations, either \( C_{1v} \) and \( C_{2v} \) or \( C_{1r} \) and \( C_{2r} \). After each condition, real or virtual, participants filled in the USE Questionnaire. Study procedure is summarized in the Figure 3 flowchart. Finally, each condition had its own explanatory procedure, setup and equipment which are detailed in the following sections.
3.3.1 Real condition
In the real condition, the participants were first welcomed by at least 2 clinicians and 2 members of the research team who stayed throughout the session and who initially helped them adapt the power wheelchair seating to their specific needs. After settling comfortably, the participants navigated using the equipped power wheelchair in a room without circuit. Once the participants are accustomed to the equipped power wheelchair control, they were taken to the experimentation room where the task was explained to them. Then, the participants completed the circuit twice with a little break between both passages if needed. The participants were free to stop the experiment at any time. They were told to report any excessive discomfort and that an emergency stop button attached on the simulator was available at any moment. At all times, the participants were supervised and accompanied by at least one clinician and one member of the research team. The simulator parameters were exactly the same for every participant. During passages, silence was maintained in the room as much as possible to avoid distracting the participant. After both passages were completed, participants completed the subjective SSQ and IPQ questionnaires.

3.4 Participants
Conducting a study with people with disabilities is a challenge that is rarely overcome. In total 29 participants were screened by clinicians to take part in this study. According to the inclusion criteria, participants have neurological degenerative disorders, physical characteristics (weight, size) compatible with the use of our simulator, benefit from a powered wheelchair prescription and used it for more than 3 months as their main means of locomotion. Thus, as power wheelchair regular users, they are the best able to complete the navigation task and evaluate our simulator provided QoE. Moreover, all participants were naive or novice to VR.

4 Results and Analysis
We have selected the most relevant results for each aspects of this study and virtual experience i.e. the performance, the SoP and the Cybersickness. Furthermore, depending on the circuit and passage conditions, some participant data were discarded from final analysis. Thus, only 13 participants data remain for circuit 1, 28 for circuit 2 and 25 for circuit 3. Regarding the small number of participants selected for circuit 1 and its structural simplicity, we decided to exclude it from the study. Indeed, circuit 1 analysed data, in addition to poorly differentiate participants, are too sparse to lead to signficative and interpretable results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Circuit 2</th>
<th>Circuit 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon Rank Sum less test</td>
<td>$C_{r1} \leq C_{r1}$</td>
<td>$C_{r1} \leq C_{r1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{r1}$ vs $C_{r1}$</td>
<td>3.3e-2</td>
<td>5.7e-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis test</td>
<td>$C_{r2} \neq C_{r2}$</td>
<td>$C_{r2} \neq C_{r2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{r2}$ vs $C_{r2}$</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon Signed Rank paired test</td>
<td>$P_1 &gt; P_2$</td>
<td>$P_1 &gt; P_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$ vs $P_2$, virtual</td>
<td>1.3e-05</td>
<td>2.5e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon Signed Rank paired test</td>
<td>$P_1 \neq P_2$</td>
<td>$P_1 \neq P_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$ vs $P_2$, real</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of the different statistical tests performed. Symbols represent test hypothesis result with ! when test null hypothesis was rejected. For each test, the $p$-value is reported under each hypothesis.
4.1 Performance

First of all, we present the comparison results of performance in terms of completion time between real and virtual conditions. To avoid any training bias, we decided to sort the data by configurations, depending on its execution order. Indeed, after completing the task in the first condition, participants could have learned the circuit structure and performed accordingly in the second condition. Sorting data by configuration and comparing only firstly and secondly performed and for configurations $C_{r1}$ and $C_{v1}$ firstly performed and for configurations $C_{r2}$ and $C_{v2}$ secondly performed. On one hand, the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (Table 1) reveals a significant difference in participant performance according to the nature of the condition they start for circuit 2. Tackling a navigation task through VR for the first time with our simulator seems to be more difficult and leads to higher completion times. Indeed, completion time mean within $C_{v1}$ is significantly higher which is visible in Figure 6a. However, it exist no result nor interpretation for circuit 3 as data are not sufficient and differentiating enough to obtain significant results. On the other hand, the Kruskal-Wallis test (Table 1) statistically proves the significant similarity in mean completion time distribution for both circuits when performing the task in the second condition, whether real or virtual. This results are easily visible in their box plot representation in Figure 6b. Parametric tests could not be used as the time distribution in real condition was found to be non-normal using Shapiro-Wilk test. Kruskal-Wallis results show that participants performed similarly under both conditions in terms of completion time thus validating our hypothesis $H$. In order to evaluate a potential learning bias between the first and second passage in both virtual and real conditions, we performed paired analyses of completion times. By comparing results, we can visually observe in Figure 7 that the second passage completion times are generally lower than the first passage ones in the virtual condition whereas this completion times difference is less pronounced in the real condition as shown in Figure 8. This greater difference for the virtual condition was demonstrated using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test on paired samples (Table 1) and shows a greater learning margin in this condition. This adaptation time and novelty aspect of VR might also explain the small difference in USE Questionnaire scores between both conditions as shown in Figure 9.

4.2 QoE

4.2.1 Cybersickness

Regarding Cybersickness, SSQ scores have been calculated using the SSQ reference paper guidelines and reported in Table 2. Based on the detailed SSQ Total Severity scores, no participant experienced severe Cybersickness and only one has a score above the moderate step value. Although the scores for each criterion are below their respective averages and correspond for the majority, in the worst-case, to discomforts deemed "moderate", the Total Severity score remains high when compared to literature. Authors in [3] report 2 studies with a Total Severity SSQ scores of 21.84 and 27.25 that resulted in a dropout rate of 23.23% and 71.43% respectively. According to our scores, our simulator dropout rate should lie somewhere between these two rates which are both too high to consider the frequent use of our simulator in a clinical training context. However, our
Table 2: SSQ Scores. Mean and (Standard Deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Circuit 2</th>
<th>Circuit 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>13.63 (16.3)</td>
<td>20.61 (25.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occulomotor</td>
<td>20.84 (22.84)</td>
<td>20.62 (22.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorientation</td>
<td>17.9 (25.09)</td>
<td>27.28 (34.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Severity</td>
<td>20.44 (22.45)</td>
<td>25.58 (25.52)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: VRSQ Scores. Mean and (Standard Deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Circuit 2</th>
<th>Circuit 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occulomotor</td>
<td>16.96 (16.89)</td>
<td>14.67 (15.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorientation</td>
<td>6.43 (10.02)</td>
<td>9.07 (15.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Severity</td>
<td>11.7 (12.58)</td>
<td>11.87 (13.56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSQ scores remain low and are clearly lower than some other power wheelchair VR-based simulator SSQ ones such as in [13]. Furthermore, it is important to note that the SSQ rating scale is not entirely relevant in studies involving a non-trained population since this scale is based on studies with military personnel. An alternative way of assessing Cybersickness, based on the same questions and answers as the SSQ, has recently been proposed: the Virtual Reality Simulator Questionnaire (VRSQ) [16]. After being compared to the SSQ and its variants, this new rating scale proved to be more accurate and more relevant in particular with VR headsets as display interface [29]. The VRSQ score scales also have the advantage of being equivalent for each criterion, ranging from 0 to 100. In order to evaluate our simulator more precisely, VRSQ scores are shown in Table 3. Note that the change of scale between SSQ and VRSQ does not impact the level of discomfort felt during VR experiences but allows a more precise evaluation of Cybersickness especially when using a VR headset. For example, based on the detailed VRSQ Total Severity scores, 3 participants experienced moderate Cybersickness and no one experienced severe Cybersickness.

To further investigate Cybersickness causes, we tried to determine factors influencing SSQ and VRSQ scores among different measures such as power wheelchair and user head accelerations and velocities. Figure 10 exposes significant Spearman correlation tests results with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.3. Significant factors are represented on x axis and criterion on the y axis. Each disc is colored regarding the positive or negative nature of the correlation and its size varies according to the correlation coefficient value reported inside it. Every correlation displayed in Figure 10 are significant and are consistent with factors identified in the literature [17, 21, 35].

4.2.2 Sense of Presence

Finally, IPQ scores have been reported in Figure 11 and estimate our simulator performance in terms of SoP for this study. From Figure 11, we notice a great score for General Presence and Spatial Presence. Only the Involvement score is slightly under the average. Compared to literature, our simulator presents great IPQ scores, largely higher than the screen based simulator miWe [32] but still a little lower than scores reported by the two studies using the SimCadRoM simulator [8, 9].

5 Discussion

5.1 Overall Study

Overall, the study presents interesting results and represents one of the first real and virtual comparative study in a clinical context. Moreover, conducting a study with wheelchair regular users in a technological research field is a challenge rarely overcome. Yet, it was a mandatory step in the development of a user-centered simulator. The challenge of designing such a VR experience for people with disabilities, in particular with neurological disorders, is that they can be more sensitive to discomforts such as Cybersickness because of potential visual, visuo-spatial or cognitive impairments.
In fact, the majority of data disposal was due to faulty equipment or disruptive elements during passages such as loud sounds or software bugs. In the end, the main hypothesis is validated based on performance comparison results shown in Figure 6. Indeed, the completion time distribution is similar in both the virtual and real conditions for secondly performed condition (Figure 6b). While performance differences in the first condition is only statistically significant for circuit 2, and no conclusion can be drawn without additional data for circuit 3. This observed difference can be explained by the novelty of VR which can be a difficult technology to apprehend at first for beginners (Figure 6a). In fact, the participants first and second passages comparison under each condition shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 reveals a greater learning margin in the virtual condition which supports the idea that VR requires an adaptation time. Furthermore, those performance results also show, in a limited measure, that a learning process has happened in a similar way under both conditions. Nonetheless, a more precise performance criterion than completion time could be used to further compare both virtual and real power wheelchair navigation. For example, performances could be assessed using the Power Mobility Road Test as in [14]. Also note that the reliability of subjective data, such as questionnaire responses, can always be questioned. Objective measures such as skin conductance level for Cybersickness could also have been collected using systems like in [21]. However, such physiological measures would have required additional sensors considered too much disruptive for the participants by therapists and therefore not foreseen in the protocol approved by the Research Ethics Committee. Finally, according to the USE Questionnaire scores reported in Figure 9 and oral feedback, participants were thrilled about the study, the simulator and the QoE. This study main limitation is the performance evaluation based only on completion time while other criterion could have been analysed such as power wheelchair and joystick trajectory. Comparative investigations including those criterion are planned, focusing on user behavior and consequences rather than only time performance.

5.2 Sense of Presence

Focusing on SoP, despite a high level of general presence, we notice an average level of involvement criterion. One way of improving this score would be to enhance the virtual environment by adding effects such as ambient sounds or by populating the virtual environment. An other improvement of the QoE would be limiting the external hardware bugs. In the end, the main hypothesis could not be verified through statistical tests on the SoP and Cybersickness link, as related results were not significant.

5.3 Cybersickness

Regarding Cybersickness, results from both SSQ and VRSQ are more nuanced as the majority of participants still felt slight to moderate discomforts even though they were able to finish the tasks. While these discomforts could be explained by participants by self-induced Cybersickness [29], they are still too present to plan long sessions on our simulator.

One solution to enable the use of our simulator in its actual state in a clinical context would be to detect in advance or in real time people likely to feel too much discomfort. Detecting motion sickness susceptibility is the purpose of the MSSQ that has been fulfilled by each participant before performing the task in the virtual condition. However we did not report MSSQ results since even though, on average, people with a higher MSSQ score have a higher SSQ score there is no statistically measurable cut-off value for the MSSQ score. Further studies focusing on the MSSQ and SSQ within this particular clinical context should be conducted to be able to precisely detect which person will not stand the VR experiment provided it is statistically validated. Otherwise, other tools or models to detect susceptibility or dropout could be considered such as the prediction dropout formula proposed in [3] or washout algorithms proposed in [4].

Regarding the potential Cybersickness causes, Figure 10 shows various leads to explore to reduce discomforts. For example, as the positive correlation between angular accelerations and Cybersickness suggests, we could diminish the maximal accelerations value or modify the motion platform cues. Nonetheless, some identified factors would require further investigation for the correlation to be fully understood. For example, the observable negative correlation between velocities and Cybersickness scores could be explained by the fact that higher velocities reduce completion time [35]. However, in that case, similar correlations should also be observable when considering exposition time which is not what results suggest. Other techniques to reduce Cybersickness presented in the literature could be integrated into the simulator such as including more static reference points [38]. It is also possible to imagine shorter tasks with more progressive difficulty increase to allow more comfortable and shorter learning sessions. Finally, as Cybersickness seems closely linked to the display interface, VR headsets will be compared to other display interfaces in future work to determine which one provokes less Cybersickness with our simulator.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a study with regular power wheelchair users consisting in the completion of a clinically validated task with both our wheelchair simulator and a standard power wheelchair. The objective of this study was to compare user performance between both real and virtual conditions, as well as evaluate the QoE provided by the simulator in terms of SoP and Cybersickness. Conducting a study with regular users was a mandatory and challenging step in the development of a user-centered simulator. Overall, we proved that regular users are able to perform a clinically validated task in a similar way regarding the completion time, both with a VR based power wheelchair simulator and a real power wheelchair. We also assessed high levels of SoP through the IPQ resulting in a valuable QoE even though some improvements could be made to enhance the level of the SoP involvement criteria. If Cybersickness levels were also found to be high when compared to the literature, the investigation on factors and related works allowed us to draw guidelines for future work in order to improve the simulator acceptability within a clinical context. However, we could already consider our simulator in other contexts such as algorithm testing or urban planning which require less VR exposition time to be effective. Finally, this study was the first clinical study in which people with disabilities and therefore end-users were able to use our simulator in a targeted context. All the participants feedback regarding the simulator and overall study was positive which is promising for the future.
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